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and black, found jobs with the TVA which gradually con-
verted them into skilled craftsmen or mechanics; many were
glad to exchange ramshackle cabins for the prefabricated
workers* dwellings whose example began to raise housing
standards in the Valley. Malaria control and the curbing of
stream pollution enhanced regional health at the same time
that the TVA health and safety department was supervising
the medical needs of workers and setting a remarkable record
of freedom from industrial accidents.
Library service for these thousands of workers in an area
of few books and periodicals, operating through state and
local library boards, equipped "bookmobiles" which came to
be the nucleus of permanent regional library systems in Ten-
nessee, Alabama and North Carolina, tax-supported and
open to nonemployees. A lively adult-education movement
likewise spread from workers to the larger community, while
under stimulus of a few TVA demonstration parks, state and
county authorities awoke to new interest in public recreation
and Tennessee created its first conservation department.
In spreading the gospel of the TVA among hill farmers
the chief missionaries were the twenty thousand husbandmen
who agreed to show what could be done with scientific meth-
ods like terracing and contour plowing and, specifically, the
use of concentrated mineral phosphate produced in electric
furnaces from the fossilized bones of animals that lived
around that prehistoric sea once covering middle Tennessee.
These farmers quickly demonstrated their superiority, hold-
ing down corn acreage to avoid overproduction but so aug-
menting the yield of hay that they doubled or tripled their
number of beef and dairy cattle and their consumption and
sale of meat and dairy products. Community life grew not
only more prosperous but exciting. Even conservative elders
began to praise the TVA "because it keeps the young folks
at home/' while among its partisans the sense of achievement
waxed almost lyrical. Homes were repaired, schools painted
or rebuilt. A communal pride burgeoned*

